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robbie-notindaband  good morning gentlemen. do you think atlantis was 
part of the anunnaki settlements on earth? different
name or something alltogether different. thanks 

William_Henry  Great question. I believe so. The Sumerian place name 
that most closely matches the Atlantis myth is Eridu, 
Enki's place of creation.

   

fontaine  William - hopefully not off topic here - but any 
interesting facts/secrets you can shed on the obelisk 
(aka Cleopatra's Needle) in Central Park, NYC? I 
always wonder about the relocation of such 
important artifacts - what the long term effects 
might be? 

William_Henry  I love that obelisk. Saddam Hussein coveted it, along 
with the obelisks in London and Paris. He believed 
they were connected to one annother and link these 
power sites.

   

Sara  Admin, how do you know we haven't transcended? 
Maybe we just haven't noticed because everything 
transcended together. How would we know if we 
have? 

admin  That question popped out when we were having tech 
problems. It is a user question that has not yet been 
answered. Personally, I have no idea.

   

robbie-notindaband  do you boys think the energyspirt (thoth-hermes 
quetzalcoatl) is one in the same? will he be involved 
in the 2012 expierience? thank 

John_Major_Jenkins  Quetzalcoatl is an archetype of rebirth, and relates 
more to Venus. In the Myth, Quetzalcoatl is reborn at 
union with the sun during inferiorr conjunction with 
the sun. In a similar way, the sun aligns with galactic 
center in 2012. It's about lower and higher selves 
being united.

   

Granny  Wm. -- From Lang. of the Birds. Is the Thought
Sphere Thoth projected into the Heavens the same as 
the Akashic Record or another storage device? 

William_Henry  Yes, I would say that it is.

   



ArthurReyes  Here is my question: Have you gentlemen seen the 
film "Waking Life"? It offers a number of suggestions 
for how to use the dream state to expand 
consciousness. Since we don't all have access to a 
shaman or a doctor who can administer psych drugs 
to us, how can we better use the suggestions of the 
film with your own ideas for expanding 
consciousness? 

John_Major_Jenkins  I am not familiar with the film Waking Life. Meditation 
is a good technique for centering/expanding 
consciousness.

   

ArthurReyes  To what degree do you thing Dubya is aware of the 
converging pressures of 2012? Does this explain his 
supposed purchase of 150k arcres of property in 
south america? 

William_Henry  I'll ask Jay Weidner this question when we interview 
him for "Dreamland" next week. He believes South 
America is going to be the "safe" place when the 
Northern Hemisphere gets pummeled by the "double 
cosmic catastrophe" predicted by the alchemist 
Fulcnelli.

   

kris104  Hi admin, I think that the resonance of 13.0 is also
related to A-flat major 

admin  I hope they respond to this question about 
resonances. Why doesn't the poster repost it, so I 
can get it back in their queque.

   

kris104  Hi William Henry, my question is what did the 
egyptians believe that there was a connection 
between spinal fluid and portals? 

William_Henry  I have not data on this, but will be on the look out for 
you. Great question.

   

1poppy  Could it be that this 2012 , somewhere , another
civilation might disappear like them , because, they 
have become more advanced of this awareness ,
setting the stage for the new cycle . it just keeps 
repeating through out the history of mankind and its 
existance , of , transformation , until all of humanity
has conquered this spiritual awareness ,thus, the time 
for spiritual transport ? 

John_Major_Jenkins  during cycle endings like 2012, we have an 
opportunity to connect with higher dimensional beings 
and wisdom. Said another way, we can re-connect 
with our own higher beings.



   

Mary989  Saddam was obsessed with the "supernatural," just 
like Hitler! The horrible dictators seem to sense the 
power in this realm. I wonder if any villain has ever 
been able to harness it? Any comments from anyone 
(including William and John) 

William_Henry  Alexander the Great is certainly a candidate for 
dicatators who have mastered this knowledge.

   

Sara  John, is there evidence that astronomically 
sophisticed cultures other than the Maya saw 
anything significant occuring in 2012? 

John_Major_Jenkins  Yes. In my 2002 book Galactic Alignment, I explored 
this and found that the galactic alignment of era-2012 
was known to other traditions. But it is like a buried 
layer that mainstream historians have neglected.

   

1poppy  Mr henry , any chance all the pyrmids around the 
earth ,be dormant ships, ready to activate when the 
times comes , I really believe the pyrmids are more 
than burial chambers ,maybe we will find out in 2012 
. any comment ? 

William_Henry  Zahi Hawass was in Nashville in June (2006) and said 
he was going to open a secret chamber in the GP by 
the end of the year. He better hurry. There's no 
question that Giza will be a focal point for 2012.

   

Oneforthemoney  Hello Mr. Jenkins :-) I heard that the image of Satan
was based on early sightings of Reptilian aliens. I also
heard Quetzalcoatl was reptilian. Do you feel that a
Reptilian Satan exists and are he and his demons 
going to reappear sometime in the future? 

John_Major_Jenkins  I feel demonic beings are unintegrated shadow 
projections. On a collective cultural level, this can 
manifest in tangible ways. During cycle endings, a 
return to unity consciousness is possible, but only 
when the shadows are reclaimed.

   

Hammer  "as above so below" wondering if william has heard of 
a inverted pyramid beneath the grand pyramid that is 
said to have crystal powered machines said to have
powers of re-setting the next contiousness of man. 
The 22 foot high fence around giza seems an odd 
thing, but perhaps not for a future event. 

William_Henry  The fence is quite menacing. They're definitely setting 
up for a future event. One thing is certain. The public 
is not invited.



   

admin  I am not seeing any questions. We have been having 
some problems this morning with internet 
connections. If you have posted and not been 
answered, please post again.

   

Mary989  Graham Hancock got insight from taking the drug 
iboga. Have you ever taken any drugs? What about 
William? 

John_Major_Jenkins  Hancock and I spoke at the recent CPAK conference. 
His work is important and he has a clear approach to 
using sacred plants for healing purposes. I have used 
sacred plants for healing journeys, but prefer to make 
a distinction between lab "drugs" and sacred plants.

   

1poppy  I too think this merging of the deminsions have 
started already and will be complete by 2012. who 
would have thunk yrs ago that we all would be
enteracting ,in a positive manner ,such as this. more 
and more pp are experiencing a time shift . would u
like to comment on this? 

William_Henry  Not only are we time shifting, we're also phase shifting 
from off-line, organic beings to on-line, semi-digital 
beings.

   

greg_manoni  William, I was struck by your discussion with Whitley 
about reeds, music, and resonance. I wonder if our
bodies and / or souls are instruments that are 
intended to make a sort of spiritual music? 

William_Henry  Beautifully put. This is what's called the "Song Grail."

   

Martin  What are the major events that may happen between 
now and Dec 21st, 2012 (at 11:11 am)? 

John_Major_Jenkins  We are in the zone of galactic alignment, which 
stetches from 1980 - 2016. Some astrologers look at 
specfic events and predictions. i think the important 
thing is that we are doing the healing work of 
reclaiming our shadows and reconnecting with the 
higher wisdom. This is perennial philosophy stuff -- 
making ego-based limited consciousness transparent 
so that the eternal divine light and wisdom can shine 
through.

   

Oneforthemoney  Hi William :-) On almost every forum I belong to, the
consensus is that Egyptians built the pyramids. Other
members are reluctant to consider other possibilities.



I believe Zahi Hawass promotes this idea. But what
about giants who were also in the area at the time.
Do you feel that giants[sons of the Nephilim] may 
have had a hand in creating these pyramids? 

William_Henry  How do we know the Nephilim were in Egypt at the 
time?

   

1poppy  Good morning Mr.Jenkins , thank you for visiting us 
this morning .Is it possible the mayans set this 
mayan calendar of 2012, as the end of life as we
know it and not the end of the world as others think ,
in actually , its just , the next cycle , that they
understood when it happened to them . we are just 
light beings ,having a human experience 

John_Major_Jenkins  I believe the Maya saw 2012 as a rebirth of life, a 
renewal of consciousness upon reconnection with the 
source and center of creation. That's what happens at 
cycle endings. You could say "the end of the world as 
we know it", yes. But that could be the same as "the 
beginning of the world as we create it"

   

ixniepiffle  Hello, William. You've written books on several
topics. What would you describe as your focus to
your life's work? Is there a particular puzzle you are
trying to solve, or do you see your research topics as 
related only in a general sense? 

William_Henry  My primary question is this: Is the human body a 
stairway to heaven from the soul's perspective? And, 
how does the soul activate the latent capabilities of 
the human body?

   

admin  "Sara" comments:A Peruvian shaman whom I 
studying with recommends that people take cat's 
claw as an overall healing tonic. Several students I 
know see spirits and other beings when they take too 
high a dose.

   

1poppy  Mr henry , any chance all the pyrmids around the 
earth ,be dormant ships, ready to activate when the 
times comes , I really believe the pyrmids are more 
than burial chambers ,maybe we will find out in 2012 
. any comment ? 

William_Henry  I view the global network of pyramids as a muscial 
instrument. Perhaps they will be activated in 2012 with 
masses of people making pilgrimmages to these sites.

   



admin  "fontaine" comments:Cat's claw is an excellent 
anti-inflammatory, and many many ilnesses are a 
result of inflammation in the body. Heal the body, 
open up the channels, and see what transpires!

   

robbie-notindaband  any thoughts on any anunnaki being involved in the
2012 experience 

John_Major_Jenkins  In my book Pyramid of Fire, I discuss the annunaki as 
guardians of the seven chakra centers. Each one of 
those bind us to limitation in certain ways. When we 
experience an ecstatic initiatory ascension, we must 
transcend and integrate the energies that those gate 
keepers guard. To the extent that 2012 symbolizes a 
visionary ascension, the archetypes of annunaki have 
meaning.

   

Granny  Wm. Wonder if Zahi noticed the Capitol Mall? 

William_Henry  Zahi's respose to the Capitol Mall and the Parthenon 
was, "I'm from Egypt!" In other words, he could have 
cared less about any one else's temples.

   

ixniepiffle  John: It seems the discussion has focused very much 
on the year 2012 and the events leading up to 
whatever change will occur in 2012. What things do
you see as significantly different after 2012? How do
you think we as humans and our existence will be 
different after the changes to occur in 2012? 

John_Major_Jenkins  2012 is an opportunity. Nothing pre-determined 
about it, so it's difficult to predict how things would 
be different. Ideally, if everyone seizes the opportunity 
(to reconnect with their true natures and the divine 
wisdom) the you can imagine how much better things 
would be. That's the ideal. Practically speaking, one 
hopes that by re-centering our values on eternal 
principles, our lame destructive instituions will be 
transformed. The modern world does not 
acknowledge eternal truths, and that's why it 
languishes in darkness.

   

Mary989  I've heard that people who use the same drugs, see 
the same visions (I use the word "drugs," but I agree 
wtih your phrase "sacred plants," although I've never 
taken them myself). Do certain drugs "contain" 
certain spirits? 

John_Major_Jenkins  I believe, and shamans see, that sacred plants contain 
spirit teachers.

   



golden888  Many investigators ascribe great significance to
Rennes-le-Château, but it seems that no serious,
extensive archaeological excavation has been 
performed on that site. What is limiting in-depth 
invesitgation in that area? 

William_Henry  There is a deeply embedded, and quite dark, local 
group that is preventing revelation of the secrets of 
RLC. This is either to protect the secret or to protect 
the revelation that there is no secret.

   

ChrisP544  In dreamland this morning william discussed tibetan 
practice of achieving a light body. Lamas leaving
behind only hair and nails. There is extensive teaching
of this practice both in Tibet and now in this country. 
I believe this is part of the practice of Dzogchen - 
achievement of the Rainbow Body. William and JMJ -
in your studies of what 2012 may hold is there any 
reason to think that this kind of transformation is 
what is in store? For many, a few, only those that eat
their Wheaties? 

William_Henry  I've been told the Tibetans are seeking to popularize 
this teaching in the West. In fact, it has been 
prophesied to occur.

   

admin  My intros to John and William did not post. Here they 
are now: John Major Jenkins is an independent 
researcher who has devoted himself to reconstructing 
ancient Mayan cosmology and philosophy. Since 
1986, John has traveled to Mexico and Central 
America seven times. Since beginning his odyssey of 
research and discovery with the Maya, John has 
authored dozens of articles and many books, 
including Maya Cosmogenesis 2012 and is here to 
answer questions about 2012. His website is 
www.alignment2012.com.

   

Granny  Have either one of you ever heard of "Particle 
Transition" as the reason it is so difficult for us to find 
evidence of prior civilizations? It is from the 
Voyagers book and involves Earth cycling between 
alternate or parallel worlds ... involves matter and 
anti-matter worlds. 

William_Henry  Is the "Particle Transition" the same as the "veil" of 
forgetfullness?

   

Granny  Have either one of you ever heard of "Particle 
Transition" as the reason it is so difficult for us to find 
evidence of prior civilizations? It is from the 



Voyagers book and involves Earth cycling between 
alternate or parallel worlds ... involves matter and 
anti-matter worlds. 

John_Major_Jenkins  Interesting theory. Much like time-specific emergent 
properties or laws. For example, there may be things 
possible during the galactic alignment that won't be 
possible at other times. You know, the boat leaves in 
___ minutes...

   

Martin  John, what is your opinion on using crystals combine 
with meditation for healing? It seems to speed up 
the process from what I am experiencing. Do you use 
crystals or any other tools for healing? 

John_Major_Jenkins  That would seem to work. I study the sacred 
geometry that manifests in crystals as a path to 
understanding ancient sacred sicences and perennial 
philosophy

   

delighted  Can you expand on what you mean by "semi-digital 
beings"? 

William_Henry  Many of us are choosing to strap on i pods and other 
wearable computers. Palm top computers are another 
example. Soon, we won't be wearing such devices. 
They'll be implanted in our skin and we'll become 
semi-digital beings.

   

admin  I have had some technical trouble posting my intros 
to our speakers. I will try again. John Major Jenkins is 
an independent researcher who has devoted himself 
to reconstructing ancient Mayan cosmology and 
philosophy. Since 1986, John has traveled to Mexico 
and Central America seven times. Since beginning his 
odyssey of research and discovery with the Maya, 
John has authored dozens of articles and many 
books, including Maya Cosmogenesis 2012 and is 
here to answer questions about 2012. His website is 
www.alignment2012.com.

   

fontaine  William - is there any way to experience the pyramids 
in an authentic way anymore? I would love to travel 
to Egypt, but have no clue as to what "official tour" 
or agency to do this through. 

William_Henry  The Egyptians make it nearly impossible to fully 
experience the pyramids, but don't let that prevent 
you from going. You can still have a "trip of a lifetime" 
in Egypt. Check into John Anthony West's tours.

   



admin  William Henry needs no introduction. He is
Dreamland’s official guest host and one of the world’s
leading interpretive mythologists, seeking to recover
lost knowledge of stargates and higher knowledge
from the myths and remains of pre-Egyptian
civilization. His website is www.williamhenry.net.

   

Mary989  John: What do you predict for 2012? Should we be 
afraid of this date? 

John_Major_Jenkins  2012 symbolizes our encounter with the Great 
Mystery. That may happen at any time. We can 
respond in fear or love, and that will define our 
experience of it. In fact, free will determines the 
trajectory of our lives, and the two poles of fear 
(closing) and love (opening) are the navigators.

   

markhph  Do you see these implanted semi-digital devices as a 
good thing? 

William_Henry  I'm very uncomfortable with the idea. I don't even 
own an i pod. Still, I'm open minded about it. The 
transition to semi-digital status is practically 
unstoppable.

   

ChrisP544  But as you said on dreamland requires intensive 
practice over many years. I have wondered if 2012
may see more common achievement of the rainbow 
body. 

William_Henry  I think information about will become widely available. 
Whether or not it is widely adopted remains to be 
seen. Are you on the path of achieving the rainbow 
body?

   

1poppy  I too think this merging of the deminsions have 
started already and will be complete by 2012. who 
would have thunk yrs ago that we all would be
enteracting ,in a positive manner ,such as this. more 
and more pp are experiencing a time shift . would u
like to comment on this? 

John_Major_Jenkins  the galactic alignment seems to be making the veil 
between dimensions thinner. And, we are in a state of 
greater energy coming in from the universe. This can 
be wildly perturbing for some, and great stress 
results. That's why healing, centering, and meditation 
is important.

   



admin  Folks, thanks very much. This has been a lot of fun, 
as always. Next Saturday, master UFO researcher 
Stanton Friedman and Whitley Strieber at 10AM 
Pacific.

   

Martin  What are the major events that may happen between 
now and Dec 21st 2012 (at 11:11am)? 

John_Major_Jenkins  election 2008 and election 2012

   

admin  We aren't quite finished yet. Off moderation in 5 
mins.

   

robbie-notindaband  any thoughts on any anunnaki being involved in the
2012 experience 

William_Henry  It would make sense if they were involved. They were 
present in Egypt at the founding of that civilization in 
3113 B.C. -- the beginning date of the Mayan 
calendar, which concludes in 2012. Perhaps they will 
make a return appearance for the end date.

   

Hammer  as different frequencies meld togeather after the 
venus transit and as we approch 2012 can we expect 
to manifest all the entities that dwell within those 
vibrations. 

John_Major_Jenkins  this is much like transcendence, which embraces that 
which is transcended.

   

ixniepiffle  John and William: Imagine you are researchers living 
2000 years in the future. What do you think would
stand out as our current civilization's legacy? What
beliefs, ideologies, etc. do you think will survive from 
our current lives? 

William_Henry  Rock 'n' Roll and Hollywood for sure. In these genres 
are found the new mythologies and the new gods. 
Elvis lives!

   

golden888  Do you expect 2012 to be a 'physical' event, e.g. that 
astronomers may see something new as they canvass 
the heavens in the years leading up to 2012? 

John_Major_Jenkins  Possibly. The new thing in the sky, for me, is the 
galactic alignment. Notice how even scientists are 
having hard time integrating "what it is." But as 
above, so below. So it's physical and spiritual. That's 
how the Maya saw the unity of the world --- two sides 
of the same coin



   

violet4u  Please tell us more about your new book and 
dvd's...0{+> 

William_Henry  Starwalkers and the Dimension of the Blessed maps 
out what I consider to be the 'next step' for 
humankind -- a transition we're all participating in.

   

ixniepiffle  John and William: Imagine you are researchers living 
2000 years in the future. What do you think would
stand out as our current civilization's legacy? What
beliefs, ideologies, etc. do you think will survive from 
our current lives? 

John_Major_Jenkins  advanced technologies. and spiritual darkness


